Sm 1−x Y x MnO 3 (SYM x) is one of a class of multiferroic manganites that has seen significant recent interest due to the intimate connection between cycloidal magnetic order and ferroelectricity in these materials. SYM shows sequential transitions between paramagnetic, sinusoidally ordered antiferromagnetic and cycloidally ordered antiferromagnetic phases with decreasing temperature. As in the other members of the family, the magnetic spin cycloid induces ferroelectricity, although whether there is any elastic coupling involved in this process is not known. In this work, resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) is used to examine the stiffness and dissipation in SYM 0.4 as the magnetic transitions are traversed. It is found that there are only very small signatures of the transitions in the elastic properties of the material, indicating the weakness of the magnetoelastic (and electroelastic) coupling. The mechanical loss does show a significant decrease upon cooling below T N1 = ∼50 K, indicating the freezing of some loss mechanism near the temperature where magnetic order is achieved. The strain at these magnetic transitions in a related material, Eu 1−x Y x MnO 3 , is examined from data published in the literature, and very low shear strain is observed, along with a more significant volume strain effect. This correlates well with the observations from RUS, as the peak frequencies are more sensitive to shear effects than bulk effects. These results suggest that the weak coupling of the magnetic transitions with shear may be a more general behavior in multiferroic perovskite-related manganites.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiferroics are a class of materials that exhibit simultaneous ferroic order of at least two types, generally two or three of ferroelectric, (anti)ferromagnetic, and ferroelastic. In these systems, the various types of order present may or may not be coupled to one another. The relative behavior of these types of order is of key importance for device applications. In particular, strong magneto-electric coupling is ideal for many kinds of devices, including spintronics and memory applications, 1, 2 where an intimate connection between the magnetic and electrical state of the system delivers the effects required, for example, in electrically written, magnetically read nonvolatile memory elements. 3 Both single phase and multiphase (composite) multiferroics have seen a significant degree of investigation. In the former, the role of strain in any magnetoelectrical behavior is often poorly understood, or totally uninvestigated, while in the latter, a strain mediated coupling from electrical order in one phase to magnetic order in the other creates the desired magnetoelectrical phenomena.
Single-phase multiferroics can be broadly broken into two categories, namely "type-II" and "type-I"materials. The subject of this present work is Sm 1−x Y x MnO 3 (SYM x), specifically SYM 0.4, a recently discovered member of the type-II multiferroic rare earth manganite family (RMnO 3 , with R a rare earth ion).
Type-II magnetic systems show spin-driven ferroelectricity, 5 and include, along with RMnO 3 , materials such as CuFeO 2 , which only exhibit this behavior under applied magnetic field. 6 The spontaneous strain in most type-II materials at their magnetic transitions has seen little investigation, although significant magnetostriction has been reported in both CuFeO 2 6 and SmMnO 3 . 7 CuFeO 2 exhibits a simultaneous structural and magnetic transition, which leads to significant changes in acoustic velocities, 8 8, 9 and SYM 10 exhibiting ferroelectricity driven by cycloidal magnetic ordering. 11 These systems also show a magnetically driven polarization flop, which in SYM is from predominantly along the c axis to predominantly along the a axis under a magnetic field of 7 T along the c axis. 10 This field driven spin flop and intrinsic magnetoelectric coupling differentiate type-II multiferroic manganites from type-I systems. In type-I systems, the transition temperatures for magnetic and ferroelectric ordering are high, and in general unrelated to one another. The ferroelectric polarization is up to 10 4 times larger than in type-II systems (∼1 × 10 6 μC/m 2 in type-I bismuth ferrite; 12 cf. 1.5 × 10 2 μC/m 2 in SYM 0.4 10 ). Unfortunately, the associated strain is also large, creating a large potential barrier to polarization change. For example, bismuth ferrite shows an extremely high coercive field of 10-20 kV/cm in single crystals 12 and up to 500 kV/cm in thin films. 13 Additionally, in type-I systems, despite seemingly useful behaviors such as large polarization, any coupling between magnetic and electrical orders is weak due to the magnetic and electrical order parameters being decoupled. 14 Among the type-II multiferroics, SYM itself was chosen as a target for a novel synthesis and investigation by design by O'Flynn et al. 10 in an analogous way to previous investigations of Eu 1−x Y x MnO 3 , whereby the Y atom is doped into the structure to partially replace the A site ion, (in this case Sm I I I ). This induces a distortion of the structure due to the difference in ionic size. The dopant concentration is chosen to bring this distortion into the range that has been determined to be required for the spin-driven ferroelectric phase to occur. This distortion is often quantified by the Mn-O-Mn (MOM) bond angle for reasons of magnetic exchange interaction 15, 16 054108-1 1098-0121/2013/88(5)/054108 (6) ©2013 American Physical Society and the key range of angles needed to create spin-driven ferroelectricity appears to be ∼144. 5-145.6 • . 9 A systematic variation in the Néel temperatures has been observed with variation in this MOM angle. The Néel temperatures for other members of the RMnO 3 family range from ∼47 K for Ho, with an MOM angle of ∼144
• , to a minimum at ∼40 K for Dy, with a MOM angle of ∼144.7
• and then up to ∼85 K for Nd with a MOM angle of ∼150
• . 9 SYM 0.4, along with TbMnO 3 and Eu doped YMnO 3 , exhibits a sinusoidally modulated antiferromagnetic phase below T N1 = 50 K and a ferroelectric cycloidally modulated antiferromagnetic phase below T N2 = ∼27 K. 10, 17 The members of this family with perovskite A site (rare earth site) magnetic moments show additional ordering at a lower temperature than the initial Néel temperature and the cycloidal ordering temperature (where present) and can show a different electrical polarization direction to those without magnetic A site ions. 18 In these materials, the initial electrical polarization is along the c axis of the Pbnm structure rather than the a axis as found in materials with a nonmagnetic A site ion. Beyond this region, Eu doped YMnO 3 , for example, shows a change in spin cycloid to the a-b plane and a change in polarization from the c axis to the a axis below T N3 = 20 K. 17, 19 As mentioned above, SYM 0.4 displays an electrical dipole along the c axis, 10 indicating that the Sm I I I magnetic moments may be playing a significant part in the behavior of the material. This correlates with a phase transition observed at the proposed T N3 = ∼4 K, which is ascribed to ordering of the Sm I I I magnetic moments. 10 This paper seeks to examine the nature of any strain coupling at the low temperature transitions in SYM 0.4 using resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS). RUS is sensitive to even small changes in strain, as the elastic constants measured in the experiment are essentially the susceptibility of the free energy with respect to strain 20 and as such they vary much more strongly than the strains themselves. Strain coupling has previously been described as a possible requirement, at least in some systems, for multiferroic behavior. The theory is that the magnetic and electric order parameters are each coupled with strain, such that one order parameter interacts with the other via a common strain. 21 Atomic shifts associated with the small polarization that results from the magnetic origin of the ferroelectric effect in type-II materials such as SYM must also be small. Therefore, at most a small strain is expected upon the switch from sinusoidal to cycloidal incommensurate magnetic ordering at T N2 . As the T N1 antiferromagnetic transition intrinsically does not require atomic shifts, in contrast to the ferroelectric transition, it is likely that there will be no significant strain behavior observed at this temperature. Weakly strain coupled magnetic behavior of this type has previously been seen in KMnF 3 22 and Pr/Ca 23 and Pr/Sr 24 manganite solid solutions. If the strain is indeed small at these transitions, it will reflect the truly different nature of these type-II multiferroics when compared to the type-I systems most investigated in the past.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A piece of the Sm 0.6 Y 0.4 MnO 3 single crystal previously investigated by O'Flynn et al. 10 was used in this work. The single crystal boule that the sample was taken from was synthesized by the floating zone crystallization technique at the University of Warwick, as described in Ref. 10 . An irregularly shaped piece was used (with dimensions of ∼ 3.9 × 1.75 × 1.6 mm and mass of 0.1041 g). RUS spectra were collected in situ at both low and high temperature. The low temperature sample environment is in an Orange He flow cryostat, and DRS M 3 ODULUS II electronics are used for data collection, as described by McKnight et al. 25 The data collected are routinely transferred to the software package IGOR PRO (Wavemetrics) for analysis. Selected peaks, and their trends with temperature, were analyzed by fitting with an asymmetric Lorentzian peak function. This fitting determines the peak frequency, f , and the peak width at half maximum height, f . This information is converted to a measure of the internal friction through the mechanical quality factor Q, defined as Q = f/ f .
III. RESULTS
Two stacks of RUS spectra are shown from 300 K to 100 K in Fig. 1 and from 100 K to 5 K in Fig. 2 , while data analyzed for f 2 for a number of peaks are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . Inverse quality factor (mechanical loss, Q −1 ) data are also presented in Fig. 3 . These data were collected between 50 and 1300 kHz, with 65 000 data points per spectrum. Temperature steps used were 30 K in cooling and 5 K in heating. A dwell period of 20 min was used at each temperature to ensure thermal equilibration. The left axis is, in fact, amplitude in volts, but an offset to the spectra has been applied such that the intercept of the spectrum denotes the temperature at which it was collected. The raw spectra show clear anomalies with changes in temperature, as well as more subtle features ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ). The more detailed analysis provided in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 also show these changes in elastic and anelastic behavior, as well as some that are more subtle than those readily observed in the raw data. These features will be described in sequence of decreasing temperature. Note that the squared peak frequency, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , is proportional to the stiffness of the sample and that the normal modes of the sample are dominated by shearing, particularly at low frequencies. The overall pattern is of stiffening with decreasing temperature (clearly seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ), as normally expected for a crystalline material, but superimposed on this are some interesting discrepancies. The peak frequencies show a marked softening near room temperature, combined with an increase in Q −1 as temperature is increased (Fig. 3) . Figure 3 shows that there is a definite trend to lower Q −1 below about 60 K and to higher Q −1 as the temperature is raised from 250 K to room temperature. Very slight anomalies in f 2 are observed near the two previously reported magnetic phase transitions, at T N1 (∼ 49 K) and T N2 (∼ 26 K), as can primarily be seen in Fig. 4 ; both of these temperatures correlate with a minimum in the frequency all of the peaks followed in detail and are in a region of decreasing Q −1 (Fig. 3) . The data for Q −1
additionally show Debye-like peaks between ∼ 70 and ∼ 200 K, although this loss behavior between 100 and 200 K is only seen in data from one resonance and may be due to an artifact associated with, for example, a microcrack in the sample.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the RUS data for SYM 0.4, it is expected that the resonant frequencies at low frequency are dominated by shear rather than the bulk modulus, and, as such, the behavior of the peaks analyzed should be dominated by combinations of shear elastic constants. Due to having an irregularly shaped piece of single crystal, values for individual elastic constants cannot be uniquely determined from the peak frequencies. Tracking the behavior of resonant peaks nevertheless reveals the general pattern of evolution of elastic constants that relate to shear. The origin of elastic and anelastic anomalies is related in some way to strain, which is therefore considered first.
In perovskite related materials, a common way to predict the source of static strains expected away from the ideal structure is to use the tolerance factor. The tolerance factor, t, is given by t =
, where r X is the radius of the anion, r A is the radius of the cuboctahedrally coordinated "a"site cation, and r B is the radius of the octahedrally coordinated "B"site cation. For SYM 0.4, this is equal to 0.903± ∼0.002, which is on the cusp of cubic stability from classic perovskite theory. 26 This calculation uses Shannon's ionic radii 27 and an estimate of the ionic radius for XII coordinate Y as 1.3 times the radius of VI coordinate Y, based on an examination of other rare earth ions where both VI and XII are given by Shannon. Pure YMnO 3 has a tolerance factor of 0.89, while pure SM has a tolerance factor of 0.912. Despite the fact that SM has a tolerance factor that from a purely ionic point of view puts it on the boundary of a region where a cubic, untilted, perovskite would be expected, 26 the trends from neighboring rare earths suggested large tilts of the octahedra, with an orthorhombic Pbnm space group. 15, 28 This was confirmed by O'Flynn 29 using isotope enriched Sm to decrease the incoherent scattering cross section in neutrons, and an Mn-O-Mn bond angle of 147.82
• was observed. YM has a tolerance factor that suggests tilting, and it is in the same Pbnm space group. 30 This is repeated in the SYM solid solution phase, as it is not unexpected from its constituent members, and SYM 0.4 shows a highly distorted Mn-O-Mn bond angle of 145.79
• . 10 The origin of this large tilt and resultant shearing of the octahedra is due mostly to a cooperative Jahn Teller distortion of the Mn I I I octahedra. 31 In these manganites, there are in fact roughly equal components to the observed unit cell distortion from Jahn-Teller distortion of the octahedra and tilting of the octahedra.
Despite the heavily sheared nature of the underlying structure in these perovskite manganites, the development of strains associated specifically with the low temperature magnetic/multiferroic phase transitions of interest technologically has not previously been explored in the literature. If the changes in magnetic ordering at the Néel temperatures were coupled with any significant shear strains, it would be expected that they would give rise to discontinuous softening in the elastic constants of the material, due to coupling terms of the form λem 2 , where e is a shear strain, m is the magnetic order parameter, and the coupling coefficient, λ, defines the strength of coupling. 20, 32 Biquadratic coupling terms of the form λe 2 m 2 are always allowed and, when λ is small, their influence may be seen as stiffening (or softening, depending on the sign of λ) in proportion to the square of the order parameter. In order to investigate whether there is significant shear strain due to coupling of the type λem 2 , we analyze here the strain behavior of the related and very closely analogous material Eu 0.6 Y 0.4 MnO 3 (EYM 0.4), which has the same sequence of magnetic transitions at T N1 ≈ 49 K, T N2 ≈ 28 K, and T N3 ≈ 20 K. 17, 33 The strains in EYM 0.4 can be calculated from the lattice parameter data of Moreira et al., 33 using the strain-lattice parameter statements in McKnight et al. 34 The description of shear strains in the Pnma structure (which is obtained from the Pbnm setting by a transformation a→c, b→a, and c→b) are given by the following relationships: e tx = . Here, a 0 is the reference parameter of the parent cubic phase extrapolated into the stability field of the orthorhombic phase but, because there are no high temperature data to allow this extrapolation, it can be approximated as a 0 ≈ ( The first point to note in the data (Fig. 5) is the very large absolute values of strains involved, on the order of 7%-10% for shear strains and ∼ 4% for linear strains. These are due to Jahn Teller effects and octahedral tilting, but the shear strains vary negligibly through the region of the Néel temperatures [below the level of error in the measurement, 34 following Salje et al., 35 and shown in Fig. 6(a) ]. The volume strain with respect to the parent Pnma structure is then
, where V is the unit cell volume below ∼ 70 K and shown in Fig. 6(b) . By comparison with Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), it is apparent that there is a nearly isotropic contraction along the crystallographic b axis (Pnma) and within the a-c plane (V s ≈ e 1 + e 2 + e 3 , change in e 2 + e 3 ∼ 2 × change in e 1 ). V s has a clear minimum between T N1 and T N2 , and possible breaks in slope at each transition temperature. Both V s and e tx also show a deviation at approximately 75 K [ Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 5(d) ]. This does not coincide with any known transitions in EYM 0.4 and is most likely due to precursor effects, i.e., dynamic or static clustering in a temperature interval of ∼ 25 K above the first magnetic transition point. The geometry of this additional anomaly is a contraction in the a-c plane (e 2 + e 3 ), with no equivalent change in the b direction (e 1 ), which is then an effective shear strain, e tx , which has positive sign. T N1 corresponds to the paramagnetic to sinusoidal antiferromagnetic transition which then transforms to cycloidal at T N2 . The direction of the propagation of the sinusoid and cycloid are along a in both SYM 0.4 and EYM 0.4 in the Pnma setting, and the ferroelectric polarization direction due to the cycloid is parallel to b in both materials. 10, 17, 36 From this geometry it is 054108-4 apparent that the anomalous strain appearing at ∼ 75 K has its unique axis aligned parallel to the ferroelectric polarization of the cycloid. This potentially implies that local structure in the precursor interval involves local ferroelectric dipoles. An additional consequence of this anomaly is that the precursor effect is necessarily coupled to octahedral tilting and shearing through the common e tx strain, but indirect coupling by this mechanism would be very weak given the small anomaly in e tx associated with the magnetism. The RUS data collected for this work on SYM 0.4 show a peak in Q −1 and a possible break in slope of f 2 at around ∼ 70 K (Fig. 3) . As with EYM 0.4, there are no reports in the literature of any magnetic behavior at this temperature, but the most likely cause is again the onset of some premonitory short range order. This will require verification by other experimental methods but it could potentially be a general pattern of behavior for these types of multiferroic materials. Near both magnetic transitions, T N1 and T N2 , only very small anomalies are observed in the frequencies of the analyzed peaks (Fig. 4) . These small anomalies do not show an obvious discontinuous drop in the shear elastic constants, consistent with the expectation from EYM 0.4 that coupling with shear strains e 4 and e tx , defined with respect to the parent cubic structure, is weak/negligible, i.e., λ in the λem 2 linear quadratic coupling term is small. Below T N1 , though, there does appear to be stiffening behavior, which is likely to be a consequence of λe 2 m 2 biquadratic coupling terms, as has been observed also for several other materials with weak magnetoelastic coupling. [37] [38] [39] Despite the small signature in the modulus near T N1 and T N2 there is a systematic decrease in Q −1 with falling temperature (Fig. 3) . This pattern is the reverse of what is observed for most phase transitions, as intrinsic acoustic losses at RUS frequencies are typically low in the stability field of the paraphase, while microstructure dynamics are responsible for variations in loss in the low symmetry phase. The pattern of low losses below the transition point and increasing loss above it has been observed in a few particular cases, however. For example, the mineral lawsonite, CaAl 2 Si 2 O 7 (OH) 2 ·H 2 O, has two transitions for which the primary driving order parameter relates to changes in hydrogen bonding. 40, 41 High values of Q −1 above the transition temperatures can be understood in terms of coupling between strain and local dynamical disordering of the protons between symmetry-related positions. Q −1 diminishes through the ordering transition points and becomes small once the protons become fixed in their low symmetry positions. 25 A similar argument has been applied to acoustic loss through a ferroelectric transition in a metalorganic framework phase, [(CH 3 ) 2 NH 2 ]Co(HCOO) 3 , which also displays a peak in the acoustic loss ∼ 50 K above the transition point. 37 A very closely similar pattern has also been observed through the ferroelastic (hexagonal → monoclinic) transition in SrAl 2 O 4 :Eu. 42 Perhaps the common feature of these is order/disorder character for the transitions, with dynamical disordering/clustering above the transition point. For SYM 0.4, the argument would be that there is some coupling of the electric dipole moments (on the basis of the strain orientation shown by EYM 0.4) to local strain above T N with frequencies not so far from those of the RUS experiment. On this basis, the onset of clustering would be identified with the peaks in Q −1 above T N and the lowering of Q −1 through T N would be attributed to diminution of any dynamic disorder. There is, as yet, no indication as to what additional disordering might be responsible for the increase in acoustic loss and associated elastic softening near room temperature.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The elastic behavior of SYM 0.4 at its Néel temperatures shows only a very slight signature for the two antiferromagnetic transitions, T N1 (∼ 49 K) and T N2 (∼ 26 K). Spontaneous strain in the related material EYM 0.4 shows large absolute shear strains due to Jahn-Teller distortions and octahedral tilting on which subtle variations associated with the magnetic ordering are superimposed. Thus it is clear that coupling of the magnetic order parameter with strain is only weak. However, anomalies in the acoustic loss ∼ 20-30 K above T N1 appear to be indicative of the development of precursor fluctuations/clustering involving local electric dipoles. Dynamical disorder coupled with local strain above T N1 then diminishes through the transition temperatures. The small coupling between shear strain and magnetic transitions in SYM 0.4 (and EYM 0.4) begs the question of whether this is coincidental, or whether the magnetically driven ferroelectricity requires transitions that do not couple strongly with shear.
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